MACHINARY &
RESOURCES
Our personnel is the key of our
success!!

COSTRUZIONI LINEE
FERROVIARIE SpA

The degree of specialization achieved by the operational and technical
personnel guarantees quality and
efficiency, enabling CLF group to
place itself at the highest levels in all
areas in which it operates.

CLF uses highly specialized
machinery to work on fully automated sites, ensuring quality standards, high productivity, reducing
construction time and associated
risks. The Operation Centre,
Certified by RFI as manintenace
workshop of the machinary is located in Reggio Emilia.

Office

The future runs on safe tracks

Costruzioni Linee Ferroviarie Spa
Head office:
Via della Cooperazione, 34
40129 Bologna - Italy
Phone: +39 051 323424
Fax: +39 051 324135
Email: clf.spa@clfspa.it

Operation center:
Via Turri, 51
42121 Reggio Emilia
Telefono: +39 0522 555220
Fax: +39 0522 555265
www.clspa.it

WHO WE ARE

THE GROUP

CLF Costruzioni Linee Ferroviarie SpA is a leading company in the field of design, construction, maintenance and renewal of railway, underground
and tramway lines.

CLF is born from a long history of
engagement “on the tracks”. A
history started in 1945 that continues
with the Dutch shareholder
Strukton Rail that, strongly oriented
to development and innovation provides “full service” solutions in the railway infrastructures, rail machinery and
mobility systems in general.

The long
history,
the qualified experience and
financial
soundness,
the high level of knowledge and the
integrated management of CLF, of
the subsidiary companies and of the
sole shereholder Strukton Rail,
provide the Customer with a "full
service" approach in the renewal,
maintenance and construction of
railways, underground and tramway
lines both in Italy and abroad.

BUSINESS AREAS

Group Certifications

The CLF group is composed by the group
leader CLF SpA and its subsidiary companies:
UNIFERR (Track works),

Our goal is to make your rail
transport a safe and reliable
solution.

S.I.F.EL (Electric traction systems and
signalling systems),
Tecno Engineering
(Engineering and Design).

System

